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Since December 2019, COVID-19, the clinical syndrome associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection, has infected
more than 6.2 million people and brought the function of the global community to a halt. As the number
of patients recovered from COVID-19 rises and the world transitions toward reopening, the question of ac-
quired immunity versus the possibility of reinfection are critical to anticipating future viral spread. Here,
we present a case of a patient previously recovered from COVID-19 who re-presents with new respiratory,
radiographical, laboratory, and real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) findings
concerning for possible re-infection. We review this case in the context of the evolving discussion and
theories surrounding dynamic RT-PCR results, prolonged viral shedding, and the possibility of developed
immunity. Understanding how to interpret dynamic and late-positive SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR results after pri-
mary infection will be critical for understanding disease prevalence and spread among communities
worldwide.

© 2020 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

First discovered in December 2019, severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and its associated clinical
syndrome (COVID-19) became a global pandemic over a few short
months [1,2]. According to the World Health Organization recom-
mendations, patients infected with COVID-19 may safely discontinue
home isolation and are considered non-infectious after complete
symptomatic recovery in addition to two negative real-time re-
verse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) tests for
SARS-CoV-2 drawn at least 24 h apart [3]. However, recent reports
of patients re-testing positive even after resolved symptoms and neg-
ative testing raise questions about the possibility of reinfection [4-7].
Here, we present a case of possible SARS-CoV-2 reinfection, and dis-
cuss this case in the context of the existing debate surrounding dy-
namic and late-positive real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) results.
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2. Case report

An 82-year-old male with a history of advanced Parkinson's disease,
insulin-dependent diabetes, chronic kidney disease, and hypertension
presented to the emergency department (ED) in early-April 2020 with
one week of fever and shortness of breath. He was hemodynamically
stable, but tachypneic, hypoxic to 89% on six liters of oxygen via nasal
cannula, and febrile to 100.4 °F. Chest x-ray revealed peripheral and bas-
ilar patchy opacities concerning for COVID-19 (Fig. 1A). His respiratory
status declined in the ED, and he was intubated for hypoxemic respira-
tory failure and admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU). An RT-PCR for
SARS-CoV-2 sent from the ED resulted as positive. He remained
intubated in the ICU for 28 days at which point he was successfully
extubated and transferred to the medicine floor. He demonstrated clin-
ical and radiographical improvement (Fig. 1B), and in early May 2020
two subsequent RT-PCRs for SARS-CoV-2 sent 24 h apart resulted as
negative. On hospital day 39, hewas discharged to a rehabilitation facil-
ity breathing comfortably on room air.

Ten days post-discharge (48 days after first presentation), he re-pre-
sented to the ED with fever and hypoxia. On arrival he was tachypneic,
hypotensive to 70/40 mmHg, and tachycardic to 110 beats/min, with a
temperature of 99.9 °F and oxygen saturations of 83% on room air
which improved to 96% on eight liters via Oxymizer®. Chest x-ray
(Fig. 2A) and computed tomography (CT) scan (Fig. 2B) demonstrated
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bilateral ground glass opacities again concerning for COVID-19, as well
as unilateral focal consolidations concerning for bacterial pneumonia.
RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 sent from the ED again resulted as positive.
His code status of do not resuscitate/do not intubate was confirmed
with family while the patient was in the ED. He was readmitted to the
ICU, respiratory cultures later grew Corynebacterium, and antibiotics
were continued. His ICU course was complicated by septic shock, delir-
ium, and acute renal failure requiring continuous veno-venous
hemofiltration. His oxygen requirement was weaned by hospital day
five and he was transferred to the medical floor in stable condition on
hospital day 7. He underwent repeat RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 on hospital
days 11 and 12which both resulted as negative. Given his stable yet se-
verely deconditioned state he was discharge to an inpatient rehabilita-
tion facility on hospital day 15.

3. Discussion

Here we present a case of a patient previously recovered from
COVID-19 who demonstrated new respiratory symptoms and
radiographical findings with newly positive RT-PCR, collectively
concerning for possible SARS-CoV-2 reinfection. Though reinfection is
possible in our case, alternative explanations for his presentation also
exist. Dynamic RT-PCR results (i.e., oscillating positive/negative tests)
have been described in COVID-19 patients with positive tests occurring
after symptomatic and radiographic recovery and multiple negative
tests [4-7]. The most common alternative proposed explanations to
true reinfection include prolonged viral shedding and inaccurate
testing.

Unlike this case, in many cases of dynamic RT-PCR results patients
are clinically improved at the time of repeat positive testing, calling in
to question the likelihood of true reinfection.Many viruses demonstrate
prolonged presence of genetic material in a host even after clearance of
Fig. 2
the live virus and symptomatic resolution [8-10]. Thus, detection of ge-
netic material by RT-PCR alone does not necessarily correlate with the
active infection or infectivity [11,12]. Observational data suggest SARS-
CoV-2 viral sheddingmay last 20–22 days after symptom onset on aver-
age with some outlying cases exhibiting shedding as long as 44 days
[6,7,13]. In one case series, asymptomatic patients had repeat positive
RT-PCR 5- and 13-days post negative testing [7]. Both age and severity
of initial infection may correlate with further prolonged shedding,
with one case series describing a 71-year-old female with a severe
case of COVID-19 demonstrating positive RT-PCR results for 60 days
post-symptom onset and 36 days after complete symptom resolution
[13,14]. Our patient had his first positive RT-PCR result on day 7 after
symptom onset, then had two negative swabs on days 39 and 40 of ill-
ness in conjunction with symptomatic recovery. He re-presented and
had repeat positive testing 55 days post-initial symptom onset making
viral shedding somewhat likely given the prolonged timeframe.

Inaccurate or imprecise testing is another alternative explanation
to recurrent infection. The sensitivity of RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 has
been reported to be between 66 and 80%, depending on the instru-
ment used [15]. In patients with early disease, symptoms and radio-
logical findings can appear before RT-PCR becomes positive,
suggesting the potential for false negative results [15,16]. Quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) tests such the SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR
often simultaneously assess for the presence of multiple different
gene targets, some of which are very specific to SARS-CoV-2 infection,
and some of which are quite sensitive to detection but may be com-
mon among many or all SARS-like coronaviruses. An RT-PCR can be
considered positive if there is detection of sensitive targets but no de-
tection of targets specific to SARS-CoV-2, which can be diagnostically
misleading.

Though it is less likely our patient would have multiple false nega-
tive results at the end of his initial disease course, there was a
.
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chance his repeat positive test on representationmay have been a false-
positive. To further investigate the potential for reinfection versus viral
shedding or a false positive test result, we re-analyzed the RT-PCR cycle
thresholds of our patient's repeat positive test. Cycle thresholds are the
number of PCR cycles required to amplify a particular gene target suffi-
ciently to reach a set level of detection on a given instrument. The
greater number of cycles required for gene detection, the fewer number
of viral copies are present in a sample. These numbers are highly vari-
able and depend largely on the particular instrument, assay, and suffi-
ciency of the patient sample. For our patient, while his RT-PCR on re-
presentationwas in fact positive, the cycle threshold required for detec-
tion was relatively high suggesting a low viral load. This could be ex-
plained by either prolonged low-level viral shedding, or inadequacy of
the submitted sample. Additionally, at the time of representation and
repeat positive testing, further assessment of his results revealed that
while the gene assessedwhichwas very sensitive for infection but com-
mon among all SARS-coronaviruses was detected, the gene assessed
whichwas specific to SARS-CoV-2was not identified. Additional studies
such as antibody testing or subsequent RT-PCR on varying instruments
with newly collected samples may be helpful in clarifying his infection
status.

While most existing data surrounding the possibility of SARS-CoV-2
reinfection are observational, recent work in an animal model suggests
that macaque monkeys re-challenged with the same strain of SARS-
CoV-2 after recovery from initial infection demonstrate no clinical,
radiographical, or histopathological evidence of recurrent disease [17].
Additionally, the Korean CDC released a report in late-May 2020 inves-
tigating patients who re-tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR after
clinical recovery from COVID-19 [18]. Among this cohort, there were no
cases in which complete SARC-CoV-2 virus could be isolated in cell cul-
ture, suggesting against these patients being actively infected. Though
these early studies are reassuring against the possibility of reinfection,
further work is needed particularly surrounding the possibility of rein-
fection with various viral strains.

4. Conclusion

Here, we discuss a case of possible COVID-19 reinfection in the con-
text of the growing body of literature surrounding dynamic SARS-CoV-2
RT-PCR testing. For our patient, after a prolonged ICU stay and subse-
quent clinical and RT-PCR-verified recovery from confirmed COVID-
19, oneweek later he returned acutely ill with recurrent clinical and ra-
diological markers potentially concerning for COVID-19 in the setting of
repeat positive RT-PCR. While alternative explanations for his dynamic
RT-PCR testing exist, and his symptoms were likely secondary to an al-
ternative infectious process such as bacterial pneumonia, a newly posi-
tive RT-PCR in conjunction with a new clinical picture consistent with
COVID-19 raise suspicion for reinfection. There is large variability be-
tween instruments used for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR testing, and many of
these results are largely open to interpretation. As in our case,
interpreting cycle thresholds and understandingmore about the targets
of a particular instrument used for SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR can be crucial for
clinicians assessing for the possibility of true reinfection in their pa-
tients. As both the number of active cases and patients recovered from
COVID-19 increases, clarity regarding the possibility of viral reinfection
remains a high priority for predicting viral spread and pandemic
trajectory.
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